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PRESS NOTICE

"Human Torpedoes", manned by personnel of the Submarine Branch of the

Royal Navy have been used with conspicuous success during operations in

enemy waters.

During a night attack, carried out in January, 1943> against the strongly

defended enemy base at Palermo, several human torpedoes negotiated a net

defence, and proceeded undetected across the whole length of the harbour.

One craft, manned by R.T.G. Greenland, R.N.V.R., and Leading Sig-

nalman A. Perrier, attacked and sank the 5*3" Italian Regolo Class Cruiser

ULPIO TRAIANO, which was completing for service.

A second human torpedo, manned by S/Lieut. R.G. Dove, R.N.V.R., and

Acting Leading Seaman J. Freel, attacked the transport VIMINALE, of 8,500

tons which was lying alongside the jrtty, and so severely damaged her aft,

that she had to be towed away for repairs. During this passage site was sunk*

"Human Torpedoes" are of approximately the same size and shape as

ordinary torpedoes. They are driven by electric batteries, and are manned

by a crew of two who wear diving suits and sit astride the body of the

torpedo. A charge, similar to the warhead of a torpedo, is attached to the

nose.

These croft ore manoeuvred at slow speed towards their targets, and

dive under them. The charges are then detached from the main body and

fixed to the bottom of the enemy ships. Time fuses arc set, and the

human torpedoes, now minus their warheads, arc driven away in order to he

clear of the target-area before the charges detonate.

The crews of the two human torpedoes responsible for the successful

attacks on the ULPIO TRAIANO and the VIMINALE reached the shore in

safety and were made prisoner-of-war, together with Petty Officer John

Malcom Miln and Able Seaman Harold Victor Worthy, members of the crew

of other human torpedoes which took part;' in the operations.
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